Polytomous phenotypes arise when a disease has multiple subtypes or when two dichotomous phenotypes are analyzed simultaneously. Few software programs offer the option to analyze such phenotypes in family studies, and none implements conditional polytomous logistic regression for within-family analysis robust to population stratification. We introduce Polyunphased, an extension to polytomous phenotypes of the Unphased package, a flexible software tool for genetic association analysis in nuclear families. Like Unphased, Polyunphased is written in C++ and runs from the command line or from a Java graphical user interface. Most Unphased options remain available in Polyunphased, including those handling missing parental genotypes while preserving robustness to population stratification, and the modelling options. Simulation studies confirmed the expected statistical behaviour of the maximum likelihood estimates of the association parameters of the conditional logistic regression model when the corresponding association parameters in the parental term of the likelihood function are set to 0, but revealed convergence problems when estimating these parental association parameters separately. The former approach is thus recommended with polytomous phenotypes.
Introduction
Many software packages perform genetic association analyses with dichotomous phenotypes in family samples, but few implement analysis of polytomous phenotypes. Such phenotypes can arise when a disease has multiple subtypes (Guey et al., 2010; Cocco et al., 2016) or when two dichotomous phenotypes are considered simultaneously, creating a four category phenotype (Bureau and Croteau, 2016) . We have previously developed within-family score tests under polytomous models of association with one or two genetic variants (Bureau et al., 2014) . Inference on the effect sizes of a variant on the various phenotypic categories via estimation of regression coefficients can be performed using statistical procedures for generalized mixed models such as proc glimmix in SAS or for marginal models fitted by generalized estimating equations such as functions from the R library multgee. However, these approaches do not protect against confounding due to population stratification.
Here we extend to polytomous phenotypes the approach for family-based association analysis in nuclear families proposed by Dudbridge (2008) and implemented in the Unphased package. Dudbridge's formulation handles multiple siblings per nuclear family, and allows testing for association in the presence of genetic linkage by conditioning on inheritance vectors which specify the grand-parental origin of each allele of each sibling, an essential feature in the context of follow-up of linkage signals in the same family sample. The approach allows missing parental genotype data, partially missing genotypes and missing phase information in haplotypes by modeling the genotype distribution of the parents, but achieves robustness to population stratification by letting the association parameters in the parental part of the likelihood function be distinct from the association parameters of interest in the conditional logistic regression model of the child genotypes given the parental genotypes and the child phenotypes. Here, we present Polyunphased, an extension of Unphased to polytomous phenotypes.
Implementation
Polyunphased was developed by extending the C++ and Java source code of Unphased to handle polytomous phenotypes at each step of the analysis. A polytomous phenotype can be specified using either the option "Polytomous trait" or the option "Joint traits" in the "Trait" menu of the Java graphical user interface (GUI), or by the corresponding two options on the command line: "-polytomous" followed by the name of a single polytomous outcome variable (taking values 0 to K, with 0 representing a missing value) or "-joint" followed by the name of two binary outcome variables separated by a column, for instance "-joint t1:t2". The upper limit of K is a constant, which can be modified in the code. The default value is four, as fitting models with more levels is difficult. Outcome variables must be contained in a pedigree file in QTDT format (csg.sph.umich.edu/abecasis/QTDT/docs/input.html) and be specified in a data file to be of type "A" for affection status (even though with the option "-polytomous" the outcome variable need not be dichotomous as an usual affection status). Marker genotypes can be included in the pedigree file, or be read from a PLINK binary bedfile (pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/∼purcell/plink/data.shtml#bed) specified with the "-bedfile" option as in Unphased.
With the "-polytomous" option, the largest integer value of the trait T is taken as the reference category K, and indicator response variables are defined as Y k = I(T = k), k = 1, . . ., K − 1, where I(.) denotes the indicator function. With the "-joint" option, indicator variables are created from traits T 1 and T 2 as follows:
(1) The polytomous logistic model is then specified by K − 1 logistic regression functions, one for each Y k , with distinct parameter vectors β k , k = 1, . . ., K − 1. Although the model is logistic, coefficient estimates do not tend to a log odds ratio, but rather to a quantity close to the log relative risk of phenotypic category k versus K for the corresponding genotypes or haplotypes, a behaviour resulting from the assumption that pseudo siblings with non-transmitted genotypes would have been in the reference category (Witte et al., 1999) . (The difference is only noticeable with common phenotypic categories. In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to odds ratios in keeping with the Unphased terminology.) Ignoring genotype by covariate interactions, the probabilities of the child genotypes C = (C 1 , . . ., C A ) of the A children of a nuclear family conditional on paternal genotype F, maternal genotype M and child phenotypes [conditional term of the likelihood, equation 4 of (Dudbridge, 2008) ] can be written for a K = 3 level phenotype as
where X c = (X c1 , . . . , X c A ) and X ca is a vector of numerical codings for genotype c a (for instance, X ca could be the number of copies of each haplotype of c, of length H − 1 in presence of H haplotypes), and
′ is the full vector of regression parameters, which would be of length (K − 1) (H − 1).
Similarly, the parental genotype probabilities, conditional on child phenotype [parental term of the likelihood, equation 5 of (Dudbridge, 2008) ] can be written as
where X fm denotes a vector of codes for the mating types (f, m) and λ represents the distribution of mating types in the parents of subjects in the reference category K. It is parameterized as a function of haplotype frequencies under the assumptions of random mating and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in Unphased and Polyunphased. The parameters in the parental term are denotedβ to indicate that they can be estimated separately from β when the "-parentrisk" option is specified or set to 0 without that option. Estimating β from the conditional term of the likelihood alone protects against misspecification of the mating type distribution, which occurs in situations of population stratification [see (Dudbridge, 2008) for further explanations]. The analytical gradient of the log-likelihood from the terms (2) and (3) is coded in Polyunphased and used in the maximization of the likelihood by the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method. Alternatively, the NelderMead's downhill simplex optimization method, which does not require the gradient, can be selected with the "-neldermead" option. The estimated covariance matrix of the coefficient estimates is computed numerically from the gradient and used to obtain confidence intervals for β.
Experimentation with the program revealed that the maximum of the log-likelihood under the specified model was often lower than the maximum of the log-likelihood under the null model with a single set of starting values, especially using the "-parentrisk" option, suggesting the existence of local maxima of the log-likelihood in high dimensions. We conducted a simulation study described in the appendix to investigate the factors influencing log-likelihood maximization. When estimating only the β vector in the conditional term of the likelihood and settingβ to 0, the maximum of the log-likelihood was higher under the specified model than under the null model in all 100 replicates with a single set of starting values. Results in Table 1 indicate that the bias of the coefficient estimates was minimal compared to their variance. Coverage of the true log relative risk by confidence intervals was close to the nominal 95% level. By contrast, when fitting separate β andβ for the conditional and parental parts of the likelihood with the "-parentrisk" option, 500 random sets of starting values (using the "-restarts" option) were needed to obtain a maximal log-likelihood higher under the specified model than under the null model in 72% of replicates with 100 families, and in 99% of replicates with 1000 families. The Nelder-Mead optimization method with the same starting values reached the same solution, with increased computing time. Even when the likelihood ratio statistic was positive, it is likely that the solution was a local maximum in a large number of replicates, given the remaining important bias and poor confidence interval coverage with 1000 families. 
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Figure 1:
Output of the analysis of SNP rs1156026 with Polyunphased.
Usage
We illustrate the use of Polyunphased by reanalyzing the association of the four-level phenotype formed by all combinations of major psychosis and visual episodic memory dichotomous phenotypes with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the 13q13-q14 genomic region in 14 informative extended families from the Eastern Quebec kindred study (Bureau et al., 2014) . The major psychosis phenotype is called MP and the visual episodic memory phenotype is called reyrdcut4. Given the poor behaviour of the estimates when fitting separate β andβ ("-parentrisk" option) in the simulations, and given Dudbridge (2008) found only slight Type I error inflation in families without genotyped parents from a stratified population when settingβ to 0, we did not use the "-parentrisk" option. The analysis of the SNP rs1156026 was run with the following command > polyunphased -datafile datafile.txt -pedfile chr13.pre -marker rs1156026 -joint MP:reyrdcut4 -missing -restarts 20 -randomseed 777
The same analysis can be conducted by opening the pedigree file chr13.pre and the data file datafile.txt through the "File" menu of the GUI, next clicking the "Joint traits" option in the "Trait" menu and selecting traits MP and reyrdcut4 from the displayed trait list, clicking "Test marker" in the "Marker" menu Reading pedigree file chr13.pre...done 2 2 ANALYSIS OPTIONS Number of nuclear families : Number of unrelated subjects: Estimate missing genotypes (-missing): Numerical maximisation (-neldermead): Random restarts (-restarts): Random number seed (-randomseed): and selecting rs1156026. The additional options "Uncertain haplotypes and missing genotypes", "Random restarts" and "Random number seed" can be set under the "Option" menu, as in Unphased.
Running time was 35 seconds using a single 2.8 GHz Intel E7-4870 processor of a HP DL580R07 computer. Selected output is presented in Figure 1 . The default behaviour of Unphased is to split extended families into nuclear families, and this has been preserved in Polyunphased, the output informing us that 171 nuclear families were obtained. Allele frequencies are presented separately for the alleles transmitted and untransmitted from the parents to their children in the levels 1 to 4 representing all combinations of the two dichotomous outcomes. The likelihood ratio test of overall association is the three-degree-of-freedom test of the three model coefficients. Below, odds ratios for the T allele (numerically coded as 4) against the reference C allele (numerically coded as 2) are presented for levels 1 to 3 against the reference level 4, corresponding to (T 1 = 1, T 2 = 1). The 95% confidence intervals cover 1, consistent with the p-values greater than 0.05 in Table 3 of Ref. Bureau et al. (2014) obtained with the within-family score tests of the coefficients of the single marker polytomous model. We also analyzed association to rs2120753, a SNP moderately correlated with rs1156026 (squared correlation = 0.30) which had shown association to schizophrenia in univariate analyses in another sample (Bureau et al., 2013) . This analysis is performed conditional on the alleles observed at rs1156026, to determine presence of association between rs2120753 and the phenotypic categories independent from or in interaction with rs1156026, using the following command:
> polyunphased -datafile datafile.txt -pedfile chr13.pre -marker rs2120753 -condition rs1156026 -joint MP:reyrdcut4 -full -missing -restarts 20 -randomseed 777
In the GUI, this analysis involves setting the "Test markers" to rs2120753 and the "Conditioning markers" to rs1156026 in the "Marker" menu and setting the "Full model" option in the "Analysis" menu, in addition to selecting the same other options as before. Running time was 2.9 minutes. Selected output is presented in Figure 2 . The test requested by the option "-full" is a six degree of freedom test of the rs2120753 three main effects and rs2120753 by rs1156026 three product terms. As with Unphased, default analyses are based on haplotype frequencies, and odds ratios of each level against the reference level 4 for each haplotype are presented against a reference haplotype, which can be specified with the "-reference" option (here the reference haplotype is 2-2 by default).
Discussion
We have developed Polyunphased from the Unphased package for analyzing genetic association to polytomous outcomes in families, the first package fitting polytomous conditional logistic regression models adapted to nuclear-family designs. Extended families can be split into nuclear families for analysis; we showed elsewhere in the dichotomous case that the dependence between nuclear families from the same extended family introduces negligible bias in the variance estimates (Bureau and Duchesne, 2015) , leading to valid Wald tests and confidence intervals. Although we focus on analysis of families where at least some parents are genotyped, the modification of the likelihood for samples of sibships without any parent genotype (Dudbridge et al., 2011) requested by the "-sibship" option remains available with polytomous phenotypes. Polyunphased inherits most analysis options from Unphased, conferring it a great flexibility for the analysis of multiple markers in a genomic region, for instance analyzing association to a marker conditional on another one as illustrated in the Usage section, adjusting for covariates or analyzing the modifying effect of covariates. Such within-region analysis, with estimated frequencies of the involved markers' haplotypes and assumption of tight linkage between the markers in the conditional likelihood, is not equivalent to the analysis of a marker conditional on another independent and unlinked marker using score tests proposed previously (Bureau et al., 2014) .
The number of regression coefficients to estimate is proportional to the number of levels of the polytomous outcome minus one. This increase in dimension compared to a dichotomous outcome may lead to convergence problems. This is especially true for the estimation of separate coefficients in the conditional and parental terms of the likelihood, an option that confers better robustness to population stratification than setting the coefficients of the parental terms to 0, but doubles the number of regression coefficients. Given the bias and poor confidence interval coverage observed in our simulation study, even in samples as large as 1000 families, we must advise against using the "-parentrisk" option with a polytomous phenotype. We note that if the parental genotypes are fully observed, the likelihood factors into the conditional and parental terms, and estimates of the regression coefficients of the conditional term are independent of the value of the regression coefficients of the parental term. In that case, the estimates with the "-parentrisk" option would be identical to the estimates without the "-parentrisk" option if the likelihood maximization were to converge. If one attempts nonetheless to use this option, we recommend maximizing the likelihood from a large number of starting sets of parameter values to improve the chances of finding a globally optimal solution. This recommendation also applies to analyses involving covariates, as this too leads to convergence problems (even without the "-parentrisk" option) due to the larger number of coefficients.
Not all Unphased features are yet available in Polyunphased. In particular, only the nuclear family analysis is implemented. We plan to adapt the likelihood contribution of unrelated subjects to polytomous phenotypes, enabling the analysis on a combined sample of nuclear families and unrelated subjects in the near future.
Availability
The C++ source code, executable files for Ubuntu Linux and Windows, and the Java GUI are available under the GNU General Public License at github.com/abureau/polyUnphased.
